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SECTION
   1

Winds of War Vocabulary

Name Date

Lesson
6

aftermath (AF tur MATH)  N.  that which
follows; the outcome or result  (People
wonder which would be most deadly: a
nuclear war or its aftermath.)

bivouac (BIV oo AK)  N.  a temporary
outdoor encampment  (During the Indian
Wars, troops were careful where they
made bivouac, for fear of nighttime raids.)

booty (BOO tee)  N.  goods seized from a
defeated enemy  (Commanders of the
Roman legions brought back wagonloads
of booty from conquered nations.)

carnage (KAHR nij)  N.  widespread and
bloody slaughter  (The film Gallipoli tells of
the insane carnage inflicted on Australian
forces by their Turkish enemies.)

countermand (KOWN tur MAND)  V.  to
cancel or reverse a previous order  (The
colonel attempted to countermand his
own order, but the change came too late.)

deploy (di PLOY)  V.  to station troops or
resources according to a plan  (Hitler
ordered his generals to deploy troops along
both the eastern and western fronts.)

gory (GOR ee)  ADJ.  covered in blood;
characterized by bloody flesh  (In the
movie version of M*A*S*H, we see the
gory reality of a wartime operating room.)

incursion (in KUR zhuhn)  N.  an invasion of
limited scope and duration  (President
Nixon referred to the United States’
invasion of Cambodia as a mere incursion.)

martial (MAHR shuhl)  ADJ.  concerning
war; warlike  (Like the flag, martial music
once served the purpose of inspiring and
rousing the troops to battle.)

massacre (MAS uh kur)  N.  the brutal and
indiscriminate slaughter of many human
beings  (Custer’s battle at the Little
Bighorn became a massacre.)

mayhem (MAY HEM)  N.  intentional
destruction or violence  (Television
depicted the daily mayhem of the
Vietnam War.)

mercenary (MUR suh NER ee)  ADJ.
concerning someone who is paid to fight
for a foreign nation  (Machiavelli warned
against the dangers of hiring a mercenary
army.)

onslaught (AHN SLAWT)  N.  a furious attack
(The small band of Spartan warriors could
not withstand the onslaught of several
thousand Persian troops.)

platoon (pluh TOON)  N.  a military group
larger than a squad and smaller than a
company, usually commanded by a
lieutenant  (Our platoon took its turn
patrolling the jungle.)

predatory (PRED uh TOR ee)  ADJ.
plundering or exploiting others; living by
preying upon others  (The Mongols were
predatory invaders who swept through
Eastern Europe.)

projectile (pruh JEK tuhl)  N.  an object shot
or thrown forward  (Prehistoric hunters
used the atlatl, or spear thrower, to
increase the thrust of the projectile.)

ravage (RAV ij)  V.  to destroy violently and
utterly  (During the eighth and ninth
centuries,  Viking invaders would
periodically ravage the coastal villages of
Britain.)

recoil (ri KOYL)  N.  a quick backward
motion  (Artillerymen, if not careful, can
be seriously injured by the recoil of the
heavy antiaircraft guns.)

rubble (RUHB uhl)  N.  the ruins of a
thoroughly demolished structure  (The
atomic bomb turned the city of Hiroshima
into a pile of rubble.)

sentinel (SEN tuh nuhl)  N.  a guard
assigned to warn of unexpected attack
(During the Middle Ages, feudal lords
would always post a sentinel on the
castle walls.)

All the words in this lesson may be associated with warfare.


